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ABSTRACT

Alternative splicing is a prominent feature of higher eukaryotes. Understanding of the function of mRNA isoforms and the
regulation of alternative splicing is a major challenge in the post-genomic era. The development of mRNA isoform sensitive
microarrays, which requires precise splice-junction sequence information, is a promising approach. Despite the availability of a
large number of mRNAs and ESTs in various databases and the efforts made to align transcript sequences to genomic sequences,
existing alternative splicing databases do not offer adequate information in an appropriate format to aid in splicing array design.
Here we describe our effort in constructing the Manually Annotated Alternatively Spliced Events (MAASE) database system,
which is specifically designed to support splicing microarray applications. MAASE comprises two components: (1) a manual/
computational annotation tool for the efficient extraction of critical sequence and functional information for alternative splicing
events and (2) a user-friendly database of annotated events that allows convenient export of information to aid in microarray
design and data analysis. We provide a detailed introduction and a step-by-step user guide to the MAASE database system
to facilitate future large-scale annotation efforts, integration with other alternative splicing databases, and splicing array
fabrication.
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INTRODUCTION

Sequencing of a large number of genomes, including fly,
nematode, mouse, and human, reveals that, surprisingly,

most genomes do not encode more than 30,000 genes

(Lander et al. 2001; Waterston et al. 2002) and, thus,

gene number does not correlate with the complexity and

functional diversity of organisms. On the other hand,

alignment of cloned mRNA and EST sequences to the

genome indicates that a large number of genes in higher

eukaryotic organisms express multiple alternatively
spliced mRNA isoforms, which has the potential to

dramatically increase the functional diversity of encoded

gene products and allows mRNA isoforms to be differ-

entially regulated in disparate biological processes. In

humans, for instance, more than half of the genes are

alternatively spliced (Croft et al. 2000; Lander et al.

2001; Modrek et al. 2001; Johnson et al. 2003), and

many mRNA isoforms may have either distinct biologi-
cal functions or may be differentially regulated in dis-

parate cell types or during development (Thabard et al.

1999; Tomonaga et al. 2000; Dredge et al. 2001; Caceres

and Kornblihtt 2002; Mankodi et al. 2002; Baelde et al.

2004; Jiang et al. 2004). Furthermore, numerous mRNA

isoforms appear to be associated with, or contribute to,

specific diseases (Beck et al. 1999; Cooper and Mattox

1997; Garcia-Blanco et al. 2004). Given the prevalence
and functional diversity of mRNA isoforms, understand-

ing of the mechanism and regulation of alternative splic-

ing is a major goal of modern biological and biomedical

research.
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Traditional approaches to the study of alternative splic-

ing have relied on detailed molecular dissection of specific

model systems in order to define cis-acting elements and

trans-acting factors involved in specific regulatory para-

digms. More recently, microarray approaches have been

adapted for large-scale analysis of alternative splicing.

Microarray techniques are ideally suited for the detection
of regulated splicing in large candidate pools and the iden-

tification of regulated splicing in biological contexts. The

construction of splicing arrays requires sequence informa-

tion uniquely associated with specific mRNA isoforms. To

date, two isoform-sensitive microarray platforms have been

described. The first platform probes individual spliced

junctions, each of which is linked to a molecular barcode

(or zipcode) for quantification on a universal barcode array
(Yeakley et al. 2002). Another platform is based on the use

of short oligonucleotides to detect exon-exon junctions

(Clark et al. 2002; Johnson et al. 2003; Pan et al. 2004).

Each platform has its advantages and disadvantages. For

example, the barcoding approach is robust in both sensi-

tivity and specificity; however the assay requires the synthe-

sis of relatively long oligonucleotides. The exon-exon

junctional oligonucleotide platform can be fabricated in
high density and used for whole-genome analysis, but the

strategy suffers from problems associated with probe speci-

ficity (i.e., half-hybridization).

These approaches have a common need for highly

curated alternative splicing information to support array

fabrication, data analysis, and data validation using inde-

pendent approaches. Many alternative splicing databases

have been developed; to name a few, ASDB (Dralyuk et al.
2000), ISIS (Croft et al. 2000), AsMamDB (Ji et al. 2001),

PALS db (Huang et al. 2002), ASAP (Lee et al. 2003),

EASED (Pospisil et al. 2004), and ASD (Thanaraj et al.

2004). Each database effort has contributed to our under-

standing of alternative splicing, but most of them were not

specifically designed to enable experimentalists to efficiently

extract precise splice junction information for microarray

fabrication. Also, many of these databases were constructed
purely computationally, thus lacking systematic manual

curation. In constructing these databases, some level of

heuristics had to be introduced, rendering many of them

either heavily contaminated with low-quality EST

sequences (if the heuristics were not strict enough) or lack-

ing many mRNA isoforms (if the heuristics were too strict).

Computationally derived databases also omit splicing infor-

mation that can only be found in the literature. Most
importantly, none of these databases were specially built

to efficiently aid experimental approaches.

Due to the limitations of the existing databases, we have

built the Manually Annotated Alternatively Spliced Events

(MAASE) database system with experimentalists and splicing

array platforms explicitly in mind (Zheng et al. 2004). Our

goal is to provide a comprehensive tool for annotating and

organizing sequence and functional information relevant to

alternative splicing. In addition, MAASE is designed to allow

convenient retrieval of curated sequence information for

both theoretical and experimental purposes. Here we

describe the MAASE database system in detail to facilitate

its use in future annotation projects, to seek input from the

splicing community for its refinement, to provide curated

content for independent bioinformatic analysis, and to stim-
ulate integration with other alternative splicing databases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overview of database components and features

The MAASE database system comprises two main compo-

nents: a manual/computational annotation tool for alterna-
tive splicing events and a user-friendly database of annotated

events. The database is also linked to oligonucleotide design

tools for splicing-array applications. In this communication,

we present step-by-step procedures for the use of the anno-

tation system, describe functional features of the database,

and illustrate various ways for users to export sequence

information for experimental and theoretical applications.

Overall, the MAASE database is designed to assist with
splicing array applications, and it is not intended to be a one-

stop shop detailing all potential isoforms derived from ge-

nome-mRNA and mRNA/EST comparison. This has been

accomplished in previous efforts, one of which (PALS db,

Huang et al. 2002) is integrated with our annotation system

as a useful resource. The MAASE database is also not in-

tended to be a comprehensive source of biological informa-

tion of reported mRNA isoforms in the literature. Striking
a balance between feasibility and consistency with our goals,

we have included the following information in MAASE: (1)

gene name, (2) literature references, (3) transcript sequences,

(4) associated EST frequencies, (5) selected isoforms de-

scribed only in the literature, (6) sequences surrounding

splice junctions, and (7) splicing modes.

Currently, our focus is on mouse and human genes.

Mouse genes were selected based on their deposition in
the Swiss-Prot database (Gasteiger et al. 2003), and

human genes were selected from our annotation effort

directed toward a specific array project (prostate cancer).

In addition, we included genes which show evidence of

conserved splicing patterns between human and mouse

(J.-H. Wang and M.Q. Zhang, pers. comm.).

The MAASE annotation system

Loading of a list of start IDs

To begin using the annotation system, one first creates a

list of start IDs for genes of interest, formatted as a single-

column text file. Start IDs consist of Swiss-Prot IDs or, if

the Swiss-Prot ID is unavailable, a TrEMBL ID. If neither

of these is available, an NCBI accession number may be
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used. This hierarchy of preference for start IDs corre-

sponds to the information available in each entry. Swiss-

Prot entries contain the most functional information

about a specific gene. The more information that is avail-

able, the more comprehensive the automatic extraction

of relevant gene information for the MAASE database

becomes.
The next step is to go to the front page of MAASE (http://

maase.genomics.purdue.edu) and sign in. A new user will

have to register and create a username and password before

logging in. After logging in, a page listing all existing pro-

jects (if any) will be displayed. A project consists of a group

of genes (represented by start IDs) to be annotated. To

begin a new project, users must provide a project name

and upload the file of start IDs. For better manageability, we
suggest that a project contain �20 start IDs, although this is

not required. If a project consists of more than 20 entries,

users may separate them into multiple projects in order to

conveniently follow the progress of individual projects.

Users can also add new start IDs to an existing project by

selecting the existing project and uploading a file of new

start IDs.

After uploading the start IDs, users are brought to the
Progress Page for the project, which displays the annotation

progress of each start ID (Fig. 1). The status of each start ID

is shown as either: Queued (waiting to be processed), Pro-

cessing (currently being processed), Complete, Need Infor-

mation, or Error. An ‘‘Error’’ status arises when MAASE

detects an error during processing or from user input.

‘‘Complete,’’ ‘‘Need Information,’’ and ‘‘Error’’ are hyper-

links providing detailed information on the status and, if

necessary, instructions on how to proceed. The annotation

system controls the queuing of jobs and the allocation of
resources to individual users. This prevents interference

between users using the system at the same time, and allows

for efficient parallel processing of jobs submitted by multi-

ple users.

The MAASE annotation process

The MAASE annotation tool was inspired by our early
efforts at manually annotating alternative splicing events

for splicing array experiments. Through this tedious exer-

cise, we determined the information we desired from the

annotation process (i.e., necessary information for the

experiments), the annotation steps that could be auto-

mated, and the steps that we felt would be crucial to be

maintained manually to accomplish the goal of obtaining

highly curated information on alternative splicing. The
annotation of each gene comprises three distinct steps.

Each of the three steps includes both manual and computa-

tional aspects (Fig. 2).

Step 1: Identification of sequences

This step consists of collecting general information about

each gene and selecting potential transcript sequences. This
step is divided into two parts: The first part is automated

FIGURE 1. Screen shot of the Progress Page. The Progress Page tracks
the progress of each target ID in a project. There are five possible
status messages: ‘‘Queued,’’ ‘‘Processing,’’ ‘‘Complete,’’ ‘‘Error,’’ and
‘‘Need Information.’’ The last three messages are Web links containing
detailed information on how to proceed. Users are also able to delete a
project within this page. At the completion of each step, users are
automatically returned to the Progress Page.

FIGURE 2. MAASE annotation stepwise flowchart. The annotation
procedure consists of three automatic/manual steps. Step 1 is the
identification of transcript sequences. Step 2 is the alignment of
transcript sequences (part 1) and the determination of splicing
mode(s) (part 2). Step 3 concludes with the deposition of annotated
information into MAASE.
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and the second part is manual. The automatic portion

begins immediately after the uploading of the file of start

IDs. The MAASE system automatically queues Step 1 for

each start ID, which automatically

retrieves information from multiple

sources. First, MAASE retrieves general

information about the gene. If the start
ID is a Swiss-Prot ID or TrEMBL ID,

MAASE queries the ExPASy database

(Gasteiger et al. 2003) to retrieve the

gene name, protein name, functional

information, literature references, and

NCBI cross-references in the form of

NCBI accession numbers. MAASE

then searches for potential transcript
sequences by using the retrieved NCBI

accession numbers to query NCBI for

related sequences. If the start ID is an

NCBI accession number, MAASE uses

this directly to query NCBI for related

sequences as well as to retrieve litera-

ture references from the NCBI entry.

Querying NCBI for related sequences
often results in many unwanted NCBI

entries. Therefore, only the following

are retained: sequences (1) from the

same species, (2) on the same chromo-

some as the start ID, and (3) represent-

ing mRNA/EST sequences (thus

excluding UTRs, contigs, individual

exons, genomic DNA sequences, etc.).
All collected information is written into

a file, thereby completing the auto-

mated portion of Step 1.

While MAASE is automatically col-

lecting the information, the Progress

Page displays a status of ‘‘Processing,’’

and when a job is complete, the status

‘‘Complete’’ is displayed. All processed
information is then displayed to the

user for inspection and manual inter-

vention (Fig. 3). The displayed page has

four sections: General Information,

Related Sequences, Literature Refer-

ences, and User Input. ‘‘General Infor-

mation’’ contains information such as

gene name, protein name, functional
information, chromosome number, and

Web links to other mRNA and EST

resources (i.e., PALS db and UCSC Gen-

ome Browser) to be used in the ‘‘User

Input’’ section as described below. Most

of the retrieved information in this sec-

tion is displayed in text boxes allowing

users to edit the information as needed.

‘‘Related Sequences’’ displays sequences retrieved from the

NCBI-related sequence query described above. Users inspect

and manually exclude irrelevant sequences (such as a tran-

FIGURE 3. (Legend on next page)
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script from a neighboring gene). Genomic information for

each sequence is provided to aid users in identifying irrele-

vant sequences to be excluded during annotation. If it is

difficult to decide whether a sequence should be eliminated,

we recommend that the sequence be included, and if it does

not align properly in Step 2, the sequence can then be

excluded. ‘‘Literature References’’ contain literature refer-
ences retrieved for the start ID. ‘‘User Input’’ allows

users to add the following information in the provided

text boxes. (1) Additional literature references as

PubMed IDs. (2) Additional mRNA and EST sequences

from external resources such as PALSdb (Huang et al.

2002) and the UCSC Genome Browser (Karolchik et al.

2003). PALSdb visually aligns Unigene cluster sequences

to the longest cDNA of the cluster, color-coding the
degree of similarity between the aligned sequences. Simi-

larly, the UCSC Genome Browser displays known

mRNAs and ESTs. Visual inspection of these pre-aligned

sequences allows efficient identification of desired alter-

native transcripts to be included. Users may identify

useful mRNA and EST sequences and simply copy

their NCBI accession numbers into the corresponding

text box. (3) Additional alternative splicing events found
in the literature. Specific transcript sequences in FASTA

format can be copied from the literature and pasted into

the corresponding text box.

Once all user inspection and/or input is complete, the

information is submitted to MAASE by pressing ‘‘Submit’’

at the bottom of the page. Before MAASE queues Step 2,

MAASE verifies the submitted sequences by checking that

all sequences are on the same chromosome and on the same
chromosome strand. MAASE also verifies that sequences

copied from literature in ‘‘User Input’’ overlap the same

genomic region as other selected sequences. If an error is

flagged, a message will appear to advise users of potential

solutions. Once Step 2 is successfully queued, both the

automated and manual portions of Step 1 are complete.

Step 2, part 1: Alignment of mRNA sequences to genomic
sequences

All transcript sequences compiled from the previous step

are automatically aligned to the genomic sequence using

BLAT (Kent 2002) and sim4 (Florea et al. 1998). BLAT is

used to narrow down the genomic region, and sim4 is then

used to create the gene model for each transcript. If MAASE

is unable to align a sequence, an ‘‘Error’’ status will appear

on the Progress Page. The ‘‘Error’’ status notifies users about

the nature of the error and provides information on how to

proceed (for example, a transcript from a related gene,

which does not align properly with other transcripts, may

have been accidentally included. In this case, users will be
advised to remove it).

Once all sequences are aligned, MAASE makes an

initial categorization of the location(s) and type(s) of

alternative splicing event(s) present. When this compu-

tational portion of Step 2 is complete, MAASE will

indicate this by showing ‘‘Complete’’ on the Progress

Page. Clicking ‘‘Complete’’ will display the processed

information (Fig. 4). Users can now begin the manual
portion of Step 2. This output is once again divided into

several sections: General Information, Global View, Exo-

nic Region Alignment, Splicing Event(s), and Literature

References. ‘‘General Information’’ displays information

such as gene name and protein name, including user

additions from the previous step, if any, and a text

box for incorporating additional comments. ‘‘Global

View’’ visually displays the alignment of each transcript
sequence to the genomic sequence. The view can be

enlarged to visualize small differences. Among the tran-

script sequences, a black line serves to partition those

which are not yet deposited in the database (above the

line) and those that are already deposited (below the

line). This informs users of transcripts that have been

annotated in previous efforts. At the bottom, displayed

in red, is the representation of all unique exonic regions
calculated by MAASE. Exonic regions are not necessarily

whole exons, particularly when the exon is alternatively

spliced. For example, alternative 30 choices would result

in an alternative portion and a common portion, which

are indicated as separate exonic regions (Fig. 5), and the

numbers listed below the superstring serve to identify

distinct exonic regions. Exons are represented as boxes,

introns are displayed as black lines, and alternative spli-
cing events are indicated by yellow lines. Transcript(s)

which do not align properly can be removed by clicking

on the ‘‘Edit Previous Input’’ button to return to the

previous step. Informational links are also provided,

allowing users to display genomic coordinates of exon

sequences, to obtain instructions for handling misaligned

transcripts, and to enlarge the dis-

play, or to zoom in on alternatively
spliced regions. ‘‘Exonic Region Align-

ment’’ displays the distinct exonic

regions for each transcript sequence,

using alternating colors to distinguish

between neighboring exonic regions. As

discussed above, exonic regions involved

in alternative splicing may not always

represent a full exon sequence. To high-

FIGURE 3. Screen shot of automatically collected information from Step 1. This page is
separated into four sections: General Information, Related Sequences, Literature References,
and User Input. ‘‘General Information’’ contains descriptive information about the gene such
as gene name, protein name, and gene function. The information is within text boxes to allow
users to edit/add if needed. ‘‘Related Sequences’’ contains a list of transcript sequences retrieved
from NCBI. Users are able to choose which sequences are to be included/excluded. ‘‘User
Input’’ provides space for users to provide additional information such as more literature
references, more transcript sequences (i.e., mRNAs or ESTs), and alternative splicing events
only found in the literature.

Alternative splicing database MAASE
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light full exons, a blue bar and a black bar are used to indicate

the beginning and the end of each full exon, respectively. This

partition and alignment of exonic regions helps users focus

on specific alternative events.

Step 2, part 2: Determination of the
splicing mode

An important task in Step 2 is the deter-

mination of the splicing mode(s). We

have encountered all conventional splic-

ing modes, including alternative donor

(AD), alternative acceptor (AA), exon

skipping (ES), intron retention (IN),

and mutually exclusive exons. We have
also found many complex modes of splic-

ing (Fig. 6), many of which are made up

of distinctly paired splice sites, indicating

mechanisms involved in coupled splice

site selection. Each complex mode has

been further categorized into two types.

In essence, this classification describes the

distribution of alternative regions be-
tween alternative transcripts, which facil-

itates computational determination of

specific splicing modes. If all regions are

present in one transcript, but missing in

the other, it is Type I. If the regions are

divided into two mutually exclusive parts,

each of which is present in one of the

alternative transcript, it is Type II.
To computationally deduce the splic-

ing mode, we first concatenate all exons

from each transcript to construct a super-

sequence of all exonic regions (Fig. 5).

Each transcript is then compared to this

super-sequence to identify the alternative

region(s) within the transcript. The alter-

native region is next compared to the
gene model of all other transcripts in a

pairwise manner in search of partner

sequences. The chosen partner sequences

determine whether the difference is due

to alternative donor, acceptor, skipped or

retained intron, or skipped or retained

exon(s). After MAASE makes the initial

classification, the classification must be
manually inspected and confirmed by

users. The splicing mode and the partner

sequence used for comparison can be

modified using pull-down menus. Once

the manual inspection of the splicing

mode is complete, users can then submit

the entered information into the database

and queue Step 3.

Step 3: Deposition of annotated data into MAASE

The last step is largely computational. First, all splicing-
mode classifications are automatically verified by

MAASE in Step 3. Manual intervention is occasionally

needed if a splicing mode is misclassified. Users will be

FIGURE 4. (Legend on next page)
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prompted to recheck the manually entered splicing

mode to ensure the accuracy. After errors are corrected,

all collected information is deposited in the database

and the status ‘‘Complete’’ will show for the start ID

on the Progress Page. After clicking on the hyperlink

attached to the ‘‘Complete’’ status, a page summarizing
all computationally and manually entered information is

displayed (Fig. 7). All displayed information is orga-

nized and stored in the MAASE database.

It should be emphasized that the page contains Web

links throughout, allowing users to obtain more detailed

information. For instance, within ‘‘Global View,’’ users

have access to sequence information for each exon or

intron, which is displayed in a separate window when
individual regions are selected. Furthermore, under

‘‘Variant Region(s),’’ users can obtain detailed exon-

exon junction sequence information at specific alterna-

tively spliced junctions. In addition to the sequence

information, MAASE provides two important features.

One is the EST frequency associated with each junction,

providing a rough estimate of the expression of that

isoform. The EST frequency for a specific isoform cor-
responds to the percentage of transcripts containing the

specific junction sequence in its UniGene cluster. The

second feature is a tool to aid in oligonucleotide design

for a particular splicing array strategy (see below for

further details).

MAASE organization

Database schema

The MAASE database schema is star-like. The center of

the star is the unique identifier [uid] table, which

provides a central catalog of all entities in the database.

Most tables are designed to capture important attri-

butes of the biological units they represent. There are

two main types of tables: (1) those that represent indi-

vidual entities (i.e., gene locus, exon, intron, etc.) and

(2) those that represent the relationships between enti-
ties (i.e., one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-

many).

Tables for individual entities. Each table contains the

necessary information to define each biological entity (Fig.

8). For example, the table [genome_segment] contains

information describing a gene locus,

such as the gene name, protein name,
functional information, species, and

chromosome location information. The

isoform entity is represented by two

tables, [isoform] and [xref], which

include the nucleotide sequences of

individual isoforms and their original

database source, respectively. The table

[gene_region] stores the nucleotide
sequences of each exon and intron and

their genomic transcript positional

coordinates. The [splice_event] table

enumerates, for each splicing event, the

FIGURE 4. Screen shot of processed information from Step 2. This page is separated
into five sections: General Information, Global View, Exonic Region Alignment,
Alternative Splicing Event, and Literature References. The ‘‘General Information’’
section contains information similar to that in Fig. 2, in addition to user additions (if
any), a list of retained transcript sequences from Step 1, with Web links to their
original database sources, and a text box for additional comments. The ‘‘Global
View’’ section displays a graphical representation of each transcript sequence to the
genomic sequence. The last sequence, depicted in red, is the super-sequence of all
exonic regions. Alternative splicing events are indicated by yellow lines connecting
different segments within the super-sequence. The ‘‘Exonic Region Alignment’’ sec-
tion displays the presence of each exonic region in each transcript in alternating
colors. The ‘‘Alternative Splicing Event(s)’’ section contains the identification and
initial categorization of each internal alternative splicing event. Users are able to edit
the information to refine the annotation.

FIGURE 5. Construction of the super-sequence of exonic regions.
Note that an exonic region involved in alternative splicing may repre-
sent an entire exon subject to inclusion or exclusion or a portion of an
exon due to the use of alternative donors or acceptors.

FIGURE 6. Systematic characterization of alternative splicing modes
used in MAASE.
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specific transcript in which a particular splicing event is

seen, the genomic positions, and the mode of splicing.

Tables for relating individual entities. Cross-index tables

are used to relate the individual entities to each other (Fig. 8).

For example, the [xref_index] table is used to link each isoform

sequence in [isoform] to its gene locus in [genomic_segment];

the [isoform_index] table links individual exon and intron

sequences in [gene_region] to their respective isoform
sequence in [isoform]; the [splice_event_index] table links

individual splicing events in [splice_event]

to each gene locus in [genome_segment];

and so forth.

Database updates. The MAASE

database can be updated with each new
genomic assembly. During the updating

process, each transcript is realigned to

the new genomic assembly, resulting in

new exon and intron transcript/genomic

positional coordinates and, at times, new

gene models. After the realignment of

transcript sequences, the automatic/

manual process of splicing mode(s)
determination is repeated. Information

from previous genomic assemblies is

archived and available to users. The

current human and mouse assembles

used in MAASE are hg17 and mm5,

respectively.

Data export from MAASE

The MAASE database currently has
1007 human and 1037 mouse genes.

An up-to-date count of the number of

genes and a count of alternative splicing

events in various splicing modes can be

found on the opening page under the

‘‘Database Content’’ section.

A search interface is provided to aid

users to conveniently locate desired
information within the database. The

interface consists of a series of pull-

down menus allowing users to specify

(1) species (MAASE currently contains

annotated information for mouse and

human genes, but any number of species

can be added); (2) query type (i.e., ‘‘Indi-

vidual Entries,’’ ‘‘Alternatively Spliced
Junctions,’’ ‘‘Alternative Exons,’’ etc.);

(3) splicing mode; and (4) search mode

(which allow users to specify genes of

interest in various ways: gene name, pro-

tein name, keyword, NCBI accession

number, Swiss-Prot ID, and MAASE

ID). Once a specific search mode is chosen, search terms

can be entered in the provided text box. After submitting the
specified search criteria, a summary page of the retrieved

gene entries is provided. At this step, the search can be

further refined by excluding undesired entries. If the query

type ‘‘Individual Entries’’ is chosen, MAASE provides the

information page, one gene at a time as shown in Figure 7.

For all other query types, MAASE asks for an e-mail address,

and then automatically sends a text file containing the

requested information.

FIGURE 7. A gene entry in the database. This page has sections that are similar to those of the
previous annotation steps: General Information, Global View, Alternative Splicing Event(s),
and Literature References.
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Support for splicing array design

Users interested in using MAASE to aid in the design of

splicing microarrays may use the query ‘‘Alternatively Spliced
Junctions.’’ Querying for ‘‘Alternative Spliced Junctions’’

returns a text file of splicing information such as exon-exon

junction sequences and splicing mode. To provide bound-

aries for individual junctions, sequences on the donor and

acceptor sides are listed in two separate columns. The infor-

mation in this text file can be coupled with specific design

strategies for exon junction splicing arrays. The file provides

sufficient sequence information surrounding each junction to
design oligonucleotide probes with the desired length and

melting temperature (Tm). Frequently, the exon junction-

based platforms may also require specific sequence informa-

tion from flanking constitutive regions and within alternative

exonic regions. This additional sequence information can be

individually queried from MAASE. Because of varying design

strategies for exon junction-based arrays, it is difficult to

provide the sequence information in a uniform export format.
We previously described the universal barcode array in

which each alternative exonic sequence is interrogated by an

oligonucleotide linked to a specific molecular barcode (or

zipcode) (Yeakley et al. 2002). To couple with this array

platform, the MAASE database is equipped with a specific

oligonucleotide design algorithm to identify the best suited

barcode from the barcode pool for each oligonucleotide

corresponding to an alternative exonic sequence. When
querying for the junction sequences for the barcode platform,

users need to choose the query type ‘‘Alternative Spliced

Junctions with Barcode,’’ which returns

a text file of individual junction se-

quences, which are divided into those

without barcode and those each linked

to a specific barcode. The file can then

be directly exported for oligonucleotide

synthesis. In the future, additional fea-
tures may be added to MAASE to sup-

port other splicing microarray platforms.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

MAASE is both a database and an anno-

tation system for alternative splicing
events. The annotation system is a

Web-based tool that combines manual

and computational aspects to ensure

both accuracy and efficiency during

annotation. Once annotations are

deposited into the database, detailed

sequence information on alternative

splicing can be conveniently retrieved
for a variety of analytical and experi-

mental purposes.

In the future, we plan to expand the database and further

improve the annotation system by (1) carrying out large-

scale annotation efforts, (2) creating a ‘‘quarantine’’ area for

newly entered annotations to ensure accuracy before data

deposition into the database, (3) integrating with other alter-

native splicing database efforts, and (4) linking microarray
results and microarray data analysis tools to the database.
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